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CHAPTER ONE 

Community Surveys 

The survey has become a popular technique for gathering information needed 
to make decisions. It is used by large corporations, political candidates and 
research workers alike. The scale of a survey may range from a small locality 
to an entire nation. The purpose of a survey may be as specific as determining 
how people prefer to eat breakfast food; or as general as determining the opin
ions of people regarding a vast array of social, economic, religious and politi
cal issues. Finally, a survey may range from asking the opinions of the first 
five people met on the street to an elaborately designed study with detailed 
questionnaires, trained interviewers and carefully controlled sampling of respon
dents. 

The typical "corrrrnunity" survey is usually aimed at some "mid point" of 
these dimensions. In scale, it often seeks the response of people living in 
one or more towns and the surrounding rural area. In purpose, the corrrrnunity 
survey is often directed to gathering information which will indicate the 
opinions and attitudes of people regarding corrrrnunity concerns such as educa
tional facilities, corrrrnunity facilities and services. Another common purpose 
of a corrrrnunity survey is to determine where people purchase retail goods, go 
to school and/or meet their recreational needs. 

The method of corrrrnunity surveying outlined in this publication is expected 
to be fairly reliable but less costly than elaborately designed studies. 

This publication is for the use of community groups interested in doing 
the type of community surveys suggested above. It is intended as a general 
guide which will enable the user to organize and canplete a survey which will 
be reliable and useful in guiding community projects. It is not possible to 
discuss every particular problem that may arise in community surveys. There
fore, we suggest you check your sampling plans and questionnaire with a special
ist prior to distributing the questionnaire. Individual ~ or groups interested 
in intensive or depth research should seek expert advice. Likewise, community 
groups interested in surveys for specific purposes other than those discussed 
in this publication should seek profes~ional assistance. 

Prepared by C. Phillip Baumel, extension economist and Daryl J . Hobbs and 
Ronald C, Powers, extension sociologists. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Organizing for a Community Survey 

Effective organization is the key to most successful community surveys. 
The elements common to organizing for community projects, such as building a 
swimming pool or conducting a house-to-house fund raising campaign, are also 
common to organizing for a community survey. 

Good surveys require hours of work. It is a good plan for communities 
undertaking surveys to have some committee or organization interested in com
munity service work take the major responsibility or sponsorship. 

Once a sponsoring group has been identified, the following steps should 
be considered if the community group which initiates or sponsors a survey wants 
to insure community-wide cooperation and participation before, during and after 
the survey is completed. 

STEP ONE -- Identify community groups. 

It is important to involve key leaders and 
groups from the beginning. However, you do not 
in a community survey except in unusual cases. 
for finding out which groups are most relevant: 

members of relevant community 
need to involve every group 
Following are some criteria 

** Consider asking those groups or organizations which might furnish 
volunteer interviewers, meeting facilities and/or clerical assistance. 

** If the sponsoring group wanted to include a rural sample in the 
community survey, farm organizations (men and women), youth groups 
and/or other rural organizations might be relevant groups. 

~b•, Newspapers and radio and TV stations would be relevant groups 
since they may be asked to assist with survey publicity. 

** Include groups and organizations that would be expected to 
act on the results of the survey. Organizations, like individuals, 
are more inclined to do something if involved from the beginning. 
The school board, for instance, is more likely to be receptive to 
suggestions if it "gets in on the ground floor" and has a hand in 
determining survey questions. 

?'d( Groups or organizations to which the potential interview respon
dents belong should be considered. Complete adherence to this criterion 
would suggest that every group is relevant. A more connnon sense use 
is intended. For example, if the survey is aimed at high school students, 
the school becomes relevant because its cooperation may allow the survey 
to be filled out at school, thereby reducing the cost of the survey in 
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time and money. Or, to cite another example, if a majority of the 
people asked to fill out the questionnaire belong to one particular 
group, that group's participation will enhance the chances of good 
cooperation of respondents. 

Many of the same groups and organizations will be identified for all criteria. 
This is an advantage and points out the need to identify the relevant groups early 
in the organizing process. (More reasons for identifying the groups which meet 
the above criteria will be discussed in the chapters on questionnaire construc
tion and methods of surveying.) 

STEP TWO -- Contact relevant groups. 

Contact key persons in the groups identified in STEP ONE to explain the 
proposed survey and to solicit cooperation. It is important that the survey 
sponsors have an open mind at this point and have not yet decided all the de
tails of the survey or even the general question areas. The involvement of 
other groups must be more than a "rubber stamp function" if it is to accomplish 
its purpose. The objective of this step is to get a commitment from each 
relevant group to have a person -- or persons -- attend a meeting to explore 
the possible question areas, method and timing and other mechanics of the 
survey. 

There should be a "time lag" between contacting key persons and final 
survey decisions. This allows the key persons to "check" with the group 
they represent on suggestions for the survey, the amount of support they 
wish to commit and/or concerns they wish to express. 

STEP THREE -- Hold a meeting of organizational representatives. 

This meeting is an important step in the survey process. The persons 
attending need to develop a mutual understanding of the purpose(s) of the survey, 
the means by which it will be accomplished and the responsibilities of the var 
ious groups at the planning, execution and follow-up stages of the survey . The 
following general agenda is suggested for the first meeting . The number of 
questions raised, extent of discussion and time available will guide the meeting 
planners in determining whether all of this can be done in a single meeting. 

Suggested Agenda 

1. Who's here? Introduce people, giving name and organization. r epr e
sented. 

2. The background. Explain the origin of the survey idea and what 
has been done up to now. 

3. An outline of proposed survey steps. This should include the method 
of developing the questionnaire, how it will be distributed, the 
people who will be interviewed, the means of analysis, the expected 
use of results, the time schedule, volunteer help needed and costs 
involved. 

4. Discussion. At this point, the group should be permitted to raise 
questions and offer suggestions. This publication is des i gned to 
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assist the sponsoring group in answering many of the questions which will 
be raised. 

Decision. Following the discussion, and dependent upon the general 
consensus, the total group should be asked to commit itself to the 
survey. It may be necessary for some representatives to go back to 
their group before they can commit resources to the survey. A good 
explanation to the contact person at STEP TWO, along with the suggested 
"time lag!' will reduce this problem at this stage . Keep in mind that 
people will not obligate themselves to do something unless they clear
ly understand the purpose, the means and the extent of their respon
sibility. For this reason, points 3 and 4 of this suggested agenda 
are particularly important. 

The remaining steps are treated in the following chapters. 

STEP FOUR 

STEP FIVE 

STIPSll 

STEP SEVEN 

STEP EIGHT 

Constructing the Questionnaire 

Sampling Procedure 

Distributing and Collecting Questionnaires 

Interpreting Survey Results 

Using Results 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Cbnstructing the Questionnaire 

Constructing a survey questionnaire which will accomplish the objectives 
desired is perhaps the most time-consuming step in the survey process. Among 
points to be considered: 

1. The process used to identify and select ideas or topics 
for questions. 

2. The form in which questions should be asked to obtain best 
results. 

3. The length and scope of the questionnaire. 

Although the objectives of a survey may be the same for different com
munities, for example, to determine the attitudes of the public toward 
various community services and issues, it is quite probable that the facil
ities and issues will vary from community to community. Therefore, each 
community needs to determine for itself the most appropriate kinds of 
questions for that community . 

Getting Ideas for Questions 

In the process of deciding which topical areas should be included in a 
community survey, the sponsoring group should seek ideas for questions from 
various key people in the community. Some communities have found it useful 
to hold a meeting of community leaders to explain the planned survey and at 
the same time secure ideas for questions to be included. Such a meeting 
could include representatives from churches, schools, city government, busi
ness organizations, industrial development, recreation commissions or boards, 
women's clubs, youth groups, etc. Usually, such a meeting stirs up enthusi
asm and support for the survey project. This support can be of benefit in 
getting the project completed and making use of the results when the survey 
has been completed. 

However, it is not always necessary to hold a community meeting to 
obtain ideas for questions and support for the project. Many communities 
have accomplished the same purpose by asking various community leaders to 
submit ideas for questions. The persons asked to submit ideas will vary 
with the objective of the survey. If a retail trade survey is planned, ask 
only retailers and businessmen to submit ideas. However, if a community-wide 
attitude survey is planned, then ministers, the school superintendent, the 
mayor or councilmen, businessmen, recreation leaders, etc., would probably all 
be invited to submit questions. When asking people to submit ideas for ques 
tions, explain the purpose and objectives of the survey at the same time. 
This will provide them with a frame of reference for preparing ideas for ques
tions as well as developing support for the project. 
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After ideas for questions have been submitted, you may have many more 
questions than could be included in a questionnaire and which could be ans
wered by a person in a reasonable amount of time. So when leaders are asked 
to submit ideas for questions, also ask them to rank their ideas in order of 
their importance. 

This information will be used as a guideline in deciding which of the 
many questions submitted will actually be included in the questionnaire. 
(Some guidelines for deciding on the length and scope of the questionnaire 
will be presented later in this section.) 

Wording Questionnaires 

The next task is to translate the ideas into a question form which will 
effectively measure the opinions or attitudes of people. This is not a diffi
cult task if you keep a few basic points in mind. Questions included in a 
survey should : 

1 . Be simple, clearly stated and easy to answer. 

2 . Contain only one major idea. 

3. Be as short as possible and still communicate the idea. 

4. Should not be stated in such a way that a particular answer 
is implied by the question. 

Questions should be simple and convey only one idea. Long, involved 
questions tend to confuse the person completing the questionnaire, and he 
may place a different interpretation on the question than intended. The 
following is an illustration of the kind of double-barreled question to avoid: 

To improve the parking situation, parking meters should be 
installed on Main Street and businessmen should be prohibited 
from parking on Main Street. 

Yes No Don't Know --- ---
Regardless of how a person answers this question, it is not certain how 

he feels about parking meters. He may favor parking meters, but oppose pro
hibiting businessmen from parking on Main Street. He could answer the question 
either "yes" or "no"; but in either case, you still would not know how he felt 
about either question. The simple solution to this problem is to make two 
questions out of the example question. 

It is usually desirable to include as a part of the question the reason 
why a change should be made. In the example, the introductory phrase -- "to 
improve the parking situation" -- was added to indicate why parking meters 
might be installed or why businessmen should be prevented from parking on Main 
Street . To merely state the question, "businessmen should be prohibited from 
parking on Main Street," might result in a different reaction than qualifying 
the question by indicating why such a move might be made. This results in the 
respondent reacting to the statement as a method of solving a parking problem 
and not as a reaction for or against businessmen. 

• 
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Avoid "loaded" questions or those which either cannot be answered 
simply or which seem to call for a particular response. The following 
are examples : 

When did you stop beating your wife? 

You do approve of spanking children, don't you? 

The first question cannot be answered. The second question practically 
begs for a "yes" answer. 

To aid in constructing a questionnaire, Appendix A includes a topical 
listing of some acceptable questions which have been asked in several com
munity surveys. The questions are not perfect, but have been asked a 
number of times with apparently good results. 

Structured and Unstructured Questions 

The style or form of questions is probably as important as the way 
questions are worded. Generally, questions included in a questionnaire 
can be categorized as "structured" or "unstructured." A structured ques
tion is one with several possible answers -- the respondent simply checks 
the choice he thinks is the best answer. The major advantage of structured 
questions: 

1. They are easy to answer and require little time. Returns 
on questionnaires using structured questions are higher 
than when unstructured questions are used. 

2. Structured questions are easy to tabulate and analyze. 
Tabulation consists simply of determining the number of 
respondents checking each answer listed on the questionnaire. 

The main disadvantage of the structured question is that you "force" 
the respondent to select one of your answers. You may miss valuable in
formation. 

Following are examples of structured questions : 

To improve the parking situation in Center City, would you favor 
installing parking meters on Main Street? 

Yes No Don't Know ---
Which of the following do you feel would be the best method of 
solving the parking problem in Center City? (Check one) 

a. Install parking meters. 

b. Prohibit businessmen from parking on Main Street. 

c. Construct a new parking lot. 
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d. Change from parallel to diagonal parking. 

e. Other suggestions: 

The unstructured question is one in which the respondent is asked a di
rect question and is expected to write his answer to the question. This 
kind of question can be used most profitably when you want any or all sugges
tions . Following are some examples of unstructured or "open-end" questions: 

What do you think should be done to improve parking on Main Street? 

What would you do to make Center City a better place to live? 

The major disadvantages of unstructured questions are the opposite of 
the major advantages lis ted for the structured questions: 

1 . Unstructured questions require more thought and time for 

?. • 

the respondent to answer. Consequently, the completion rate 
on unstructured questions is inclined to be lower than for 
structured questions. 

Tabulating responses to unstructured questions can be very difficult 
and time-consuming. In addition, it is important to have persons 
with some skill in interpreting free response questions assist in 
the coding and analysis of the questions if the main findings are 
to be extracted from the mass of responses. 

Thus, for most community surveys, most of the questions included in the 
questionnaire should be structured. 

It is often desirable, however, to include one or two unstructured ques
tions near the end of a community survey to give the respondent an opportunity 
to suggest improvements or offer opinions not specifically requested in the 
main part of the questionnaire. In addition, quite often improvements are 
suggested and complaints raised which had been overlooked completely by the 
planners and designers of the survey. 

Ordering Questions 

Not only is it important to carefully word questions, but the order or 
arrangement of questions can insure obtaining better and more complete answers. 
Important considerations in ordering questions: 

1 . The first few items should be easy to answer, attention
getting and non-controversial. 

2. Questions pertaining to the same subject matter should be grouped 
together to avoid jumping from one train of thought to another. 
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3. Questions involving more thought and/or asking for more 
personal information should be located in the middle or 
toward the end of a questionnaire. 

4. Questions which use the same form or style of questioning 
(such as those requiring "yes", "no" or "don't know" answers) 
should be grouped together as much as possible. 

The respondent should feel that the progression of questions is 
natural and that there is an easy transition from subject to subject. 

While it is desirable to obtain answers to as many relevant questions 
as possible, remember that any questionnaire must be limited in length 
and scope. As a rule of thumb, it should not take the respondent more 
than 30 minutes to complete the questionnaire. This is equivalent to about 
5 to 6 typewritten pages of rather easily-answered questions. 

It is a well supported generalization that the longer the questionnaire, 
the lower the rate of return and the less complete the questionnaires re
turned. After an effort has been made to obtain ideas for questions, it will 
usually be necessary to cut down the number of questions to fit the time limit 
(30 minutes) for completing the questionnaire. To decide which questions to 
include and which to omit, ask persons who submit ideas to rank their ques
tions in order of importance to them. Then only the questions having the 
highest priority will be included in the final form. 

Since a questionnaire should be limited to 5 to 6 typewritten pages, 
it is not possible to make the same survey fit a wide range of objectives. 
Therefore, a survey should be rather restricted in its purpose. If the main 
purpose is a "retail trade" survey, then it is best to limit the questions 
to that particular topical area rather .than try to complete an "attitude, 
retail tra de and labor availability" survey all in the same questionnaire. 
Chances are a "catch-all" questionnaire will not satisfactorily achieve any 
of your objectives. 

Respondent Characteristics 

In most community surveys, it is desirable not only to have a general 
expression of opinion, but also to be able to show "what kind of person" 
was for or against a particular issue. For this reason, include a few ques
tions designed to determine some personal and/or social characteristics of 
the persons completing the questionnaires. Try to determine the respondent's 
age, place of residence (rural or urban) and income. Other questions such 
as occupation and family size could be included if warranted by the objectives 
of the survey. 

Structured questions usually bring out the best answers. For example, 
it is usually sufficient to know if a person is "over 65" . It is seldom 
necessary to know his exact age. (Examples are included in Appendix A. How 
this information can be used in the analysis of results is discussed further 
in Chapter 6.) 

Pre-Testing the Questionnaire 

Although the planners and designers of the survey have carefully prepared 
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the questions and designed the questionnaire, there is always a chance that 
some questions will be interpreted differently than the designers intended. 
For this reason, it is important to pre-test a questionnaire. 

Have a few persons (say 20-30) complete the questionnaire and note 
problems in interpretation. If an organization such as a service club, 
church or Chamber of Connnerce is sponsoring the survey, you can pre-test 
by asking a group of members to complete the questionnaire and to note any 
problems encountered. On the basis of the pre-test answers, questions may 
be dropped or modified if: 

1 . Everybody answers the question the same way, such as all "yes" 
or all "no". 

2. There is an excessively high percentage of "don't know" or in
complete answers. 

3. Persons completing the pre-test questionnaire say some ques
tions are difficult to interpret in their present form. 

On the basis of the pre-test results, you may want to discard some 
questions and modify others before preparing the final form for distribu
tion in the connnunity. 

Sunnnary 

The principal points to consider when constructing a questionnaire: 

1. Involve leaders in developing ideas for questions. 

2. Prepare simple, easily understood questions involving 
only one idea. 

3 . To facilitate both answering and analyzing, surveys should 
include mostly structured questions. 

4. Questions on a similar topic and of a similar form should be 
grouped together. The questionnaire should begin with easy
to-answer, non-controversial questions. 

5 . I f possible, the questionnaire should be pre-tested on a group 
of people to "de-bug" it before actual use. 

A carefully constructed questionnaire can yield good information. A 
poorly constructed or ambiguous questionnaire yields little or no information. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Sampling 

Reasons for Sampling 

One method of determining the attitudes or shopping behavior of a 
particular group of people is to include every member of the group in 
the study. If a church leader, for example, wishes to obtain the opinion 
of his parishioners concerning a certain question, he would get the most 
accurate reflection of opinion by polling each member of the parish . A 
study of all the members of a group the size of a church usually does not 
pose serious problems. However, as the size of the population (the group 
to be studied) increases, it becomes impractical, if not impossible, to 
include every member of the population in the study. A census (complete 
coverage) of an entire city and/or county would be very expensive and 
time-consuming. If the total cost of such a study were calculated and 
weighed against the benefits of the study, the idea would probably be 
dropped. Fortunately, the analysis of a small but carefully selected sample 
or portion of the total population will yield information almost as accurate 
as if the entire population had been studied. 

Therefore, the purpose of studying a sample is to obtain accurate and 
precise information at~ minimum cost of time and money. 

Methods of Sample Selection 

The two basic methods of sample selection are random selection and 
arbitrary selection. Examples of arbitrary selection include sidewalk 
interviewing, giving a questionnaire to each person entering the county 
court house, or permitting the interviewer to select the persons he wishes 
to interview. The basic problem of arbitrary selection is that only cer
tain types of people tend to be on the sidewalk or in the court house at 
interview time, or the interviewer tends to select those persons who are 
easiest to interview . This kind of selection is proper if you are inter---e.s-t-e~d~--
only in the people on the sidewalk or in the court house . However, if you 
are interested in a sample of the entire population, results from an arbitrary 
sample are likely to be biased or unreliable. 

The essential feature of random selection is that every member of the 
population has an equal or known chance of being included in the sample . 
Some type of random sample should be utilized if survey results are to be 
representative of the population and if you want to measure the precision 
of the results. However, the rules for obtaining a random sample must be 
followed closely by the sampler if he wants to obtain unbiased estimates 
of the population. 

There are several different types of random samples. The best type to 
use depends on the sampling problem. The following methods may be used to 
draw a town sample and a rural sample for a corrnnunity attitude or trade area 
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survey. It is a good idea to have your sampling procedures checked by 
sampling authorities, such as those at your university or college. 

The basic unit to study in a trade area or attitude survey is the 
household. A household is a person or group of persons occupying a 
dwelling unit. Thus, in our sampling procedure, we will be selecting a 
sample of households from all of the households in the area we wish to 
study . 

Drawing the Sample 

The first step in drawing a sample is to define the area to be studied. 
The exact area to be studied depends on the purpose of the survey. In a 
trade area survey, for example, the survey should probably include that area 
from which the town of interest could reasonably expect to draw customers. 
The study might also include the town itself. However, if time and money 
are very limited, it is probably more important to study the rural areas 
and outlying towns than to study the center city, since the center city res
idents tend to be "captive customers." 

*I Drawing the Town Sample -

A recommended procedure for drawing a sample of town households 
is to use a list of addresses of all households in the town. The 
interviewer needs the addresses to find the households. The list 
can usually be obtained from a city directory, a city plat map or 
from the city clerk or the local gas or electric company. 

Commercial or professional establishments, schools, churches 
and other institutions should be eliminated from the list. The 
remaining addresses (households) should be numbered consecutively, 
beginning at 0001 and ending with the last household. If there were 
a total of 1,995 households, then the households would be numbered 
from 0001 to 1,995. A sample of households can then be selected from 
this list on the basis of numbers drawn from a table of random numbers. 
(See table 1.) 

An illustration will show how to use this table. Assume you 
wish to draw a sample of 370 households from a numbered list contain
ing 5,000 households. It doesn't make any difference where you start 
in this table, so select any point at random on the table and, reading 
down the column, mark off 370 successive 4-digit numbers between 0001 
and 5,000. When you reach the bottom of the table, start a new set 
of 4-digit numbers by shifting one column to the right. 

Then select those addresses from the list of households whose 
numbers correspond to each of the 4 - digit numbers taken from the 
table of random numbers. If the same number is drawn from the table 
twice, ignore the repetition and add another number to the list of 
370 successive 4-digit numbers. If a number larger than 5,000 is 
selected, it is also ignored and another number is selected from the 
table. Continue this procedure until 370 households are selected from 
the list. 

The terms "city" and "town" are used interchangeably. 



TABLE 1 * TEN THOUSAND RANDOMLY AssoRTED D101TS 

00-04 05-09 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 .50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 85-89 90-94 95-99 

00 54463 22662 65905 70639 79365 67382 29085 69831 47058 08186 59391 58030 52098 82718 87024 82848 04190 96574 90464 29065 

01 15389 85205 18850 39226 42249 90669 96325 23248 60933 26927 99567 76364 77204 04615 27062 96621 43918 01896 83991 51141 
02 85941 40756 82414 02015 13858 78030 16269 65978 01385 15345 10363 97518 51400 25670 98342 61891 27101 37855 06235 33316 

03 61149 69440 11286 88218 58925 03638 52862 62733 33451 77455 86859 19558 64432 16706 99612 59798 32803 67708 15297 28612 
04 05219 81619 10651 67079 92511 59888 84502 72095 83463 75577 11258 24591 36863 55368 31721 94335 34936 02566 80972 08188 

05 41417 98326 87719 92294 46614 50948 64886 20002 97365 30976 95068 88628 35911 14530 33020 80428 39936 31855 34334 64865 
06 28357 94070 20652 35774 16249 75019 21145 05217 47286 76305 54463 47237 73800 91017 36239 71824 83671 39892 60518 37092 
07 17783 00015 10806 83091 91530 36466 39981 62481 49177 75779 16874 62677 57412 13215 31389 62233 80827 73917 82802 84420 
08 40950 841!20 29881 85966 62800 70326 84740 62660 77379 90279 92494 63157 76593 91316 03505 72389 96363 52887 01087 66091 
09 82995 64157 66164 41180 10089 41757 78258 96488 88629 37231 15669 56689 35682 40844 53256 81872 35213 09840 34471 74441 

10 96754 17676 55659 44105 47361 34833 86679 23930 53249 27083 99116 75486 84989 23476 52967 67104 39495 39100 17217 74073 

11 34357 88040 53364 71726 45690 66334 60332 22554 90600 71113 15696 10703 65178 90637 63110 17622 53988 71087 84148 11670 

12 06318 37403 49927 57715 50423 67372 63116 48888 21505 80182 97720 15369 51269 69620 03388 13699 33423 67453 43269 56720 

13 62111 52820 07243 79931 89292 84767 85693 73947 22278 11551 11666 13841 71681 98000 35979 39719 81899 07449 47985 46967 

14 47534 09243 67879 00544 23410 12740 02540 54440 32949 13491 71628 73130 78783 75691 41632 09847 61547 18707 85489 69944 

15 98614 75993 84460 62846 59844 14922 48730 73443 48167 34770 40501 51089 99943 91843 41995 88931 73631 69361 05375 15417 

16 24856 03648 44898 09351 98795 18644 39765 71058 90368 44104 22518 55576 98215 82068 10798 86211 36584 67466 69373 40054 

17 96887 12479 80621 66223 86085 78285 02432 53342 42846 94771 75112 30485 62173 02132 14878 92879 22281 16783 86352 00077 
18 90801 21472 42815 77408 37390 76766 52615 32141 30268 18106 80327 02671 98191 84342 90813 49268 95441 15496 20168 09271 
19 55165 77312 83666 36028 28420 70219 81369 41943 47366 41067 60251 45548 02146 05597 48228 81366 34598 72856 66762 17002 

20 75884 12952 84318 95108 72305 64620 91318 89872 45375 85436 57430 82270 10421 05540 43648 75888 66049 21511 47676 33444 

21 16777 37116 58550 42958 21460 43910 01175 87894 81378 10620 73528 39559 34434 88596 54086 71693 43132 14414 79949 85193 

22 46230 43877 80207 88877 89380 32992 91380 03164 98656 59337 25991 65959 70769 64721 86413 33475 42740 06175 82758 66248 

23 42902 66892 46134 01432 94710 23474 20423 60137 60609 13119 78388 16638 09134 59880 63806 48472 39318 35434 24057 74739 t-' 

24 81007 00333 39693 28039 10154 95425 39220 19774 31782 49037 12477 09965 96657 57994 59439 76330 24596 77515 09577 91871 w 

25 68089 01122 51111 72373 06902 74373 96199 97017 41273 21546 83266 32883 42451 15579 38155 29793 40914 65990 16255 17777 

26 20411 67081 89950 16944 93054 87687 96693 87236 77054 33848 76970 80876 10237 39515 79152 74798 39357 09054 73579 92359 

27 58212 13160 06468 15718 82627 76999 05999 58680 96739 63700 37074 65198 44785 68624 98336 84481 97610 78735 46703 98265 

28 70577 42866 24969 61210 76046 67699 42054 12696 93758 03283 83712 06514 30101 78295 54656 85417 43189 60048 72781 72606 

29 94522 74358 71659 62038 79643 79169 44741 05437 39038 13163 20287 56862 69727 94443 64936 08366 27227 05158 50326 59566 

30 42626 86819 85651 88678 17401 03252 99547 32404 17918 62880 74261 32592 86538 27041 65172 85532 07571 80609 39285 65340 

31 16051 33763 57194 16752 54450 19031 58580 47629 54132 60631 64081 49863 08478 9600-1 18888 14810 70545 89755 59064 07210 

32 08244 27647 33851 44705 94211 46716 11738 55784 95374 72655 05617 75818 47750 67814 29575 10526 66192 44464 27058 40467 

33 59497 04392 09419 89964 51211 04894 72882 17805 21896 83864 26793 74951 95466 74307 13330 42664 85515 20632 05497 33625 

34 97155 13428 40293 09985 58434 01412 69124 82171 59058 .82859 65988 72850 48737 54719 52056 01596 03845 35067 03134 70322 

35 98409 66162 95763 47420 20792 61527 20441 39435 11859 41567 27366 42271 44300 73399 21105 ·03288 73457 43093 05192 48657 

36 45476 84882 65109 96597 25930 66790 65706 61203 53634 22557 56760 10909 98147 34736 33863 95256 12731 66598 50771 83665 

37 89300 69700 50741 30329 11658 23166 05400 66669 48708 03887 72880 43338 93643 58904 59543 23943 11231 83268 65938 81581 
38 50051 95137 91631 66315 91428 12275 24816 68091 71710 33258 77888 38100 03062 58103 47961 83841 25878 23746 55903 44115 
39 31753 85178 31310 89642 98364 02306 24617 09609 83942 22716 28440 07819 21580 51459 47971 29882 13990 29226 23608 15873 

40 79152 53829 77250 20190 56535 18760 69942 77448 33278 48805 63525 94441 77033 12147 51054 49955 58312 76923 96071 05813 
41 44560 38750 83635 56540 64900 42912 13953 79149 18710 68618 47606 93410 16359 89033 89696 47231 64498 31776 05383 39902 
42 68328 83378 63369 71381 39564 05615 42451 64559 97501 65747 52669 45030 96279 14709 52372 87832 02735 50803 72744 88208 
43 46939 38689 58625 08342 30459 85863 20781 09284 26333 91777 16738 60159 07425 62369 07515 82721 37875 71153 21315 00132 
44 83544 86141 15707 96256 23068 13782 08467 89469 93842 55349 59348 11695 45751 15865 74739 05572 32688 20271 65128 14551 

45 91621 00881 04900 54224 46177 55309 17852 27491 89415 23466 12900 71775 29845 60774 94924 21810 38636 33717 67598 8252t 
46 91896 67126 04151 03795 59077 11848 12630 98375 52068 60142 75086 23537 49939 33595 13484 97588 28617 17979 70749 35234 
47 55751 62515 21108 80830 02263 29303 37204 96926 ~506 09808 99495 51434 29181 09993 38190 42553 68922 52125 91077 40197 
48 85156 87689 95493 88842 00664 55017 55539 17771 448 87530 26075 31671 45386 36583 93459 48599 52022 41330 60651 91321 
4<J 07521 56898 12236 60277 39102 62315 12239 07105 11844 01117 13636 93596 23377 51133 95126 61496 42474 45141 46660 42338 

~/ Re inted from George W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods, 5th Ed., 
The Iowa S ate University Press, Ames, 1956. 
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An example will further illustrate how to use the table of random 
numbers. Suppose you start at row 07, columns 05-09, in the table 
of random numbers. Reading across four numbers you find 0001. Then 
dropping down to row 08, you find the four numbers ·are 8482. Contin
uing down columns 05-09, you find 6415 1767 8804 3740 5282 
0924 7599 0364 etc. Then you would select those addresses cor
responding to the numbers between 0001 and 5,000. These include 1 
1767 3740 924 364 and so on. '{Remember, throw out numbers 
above 5,000.) Continue this process until 370 different numbers are 
drawn. 

Frequently, a list of addresses is not available in small 
towns. In this event, it will be necessary to make ·a complete 
tour through these small towns ·and make a map, marking an X for 
each household:. . These X's (households) are numbered consecutively. 
The sample is then selected in the same manner as above. 

Drawing the Rural Sample 

The rural sample should be drawn from all households which are 
outside the city limits of the towns included in the study. In the 
event a complete list of both farm and non-farm rural households is 
available for your community, a rural sample can be selected from 
this list in the same manner you selected the town sample. However, 
it is usually difficult to obtain a list of both farm and non-farm 
rural households. Therefore, we are often forced to draw rural 
samples from county maps. ::_I 

Ecich black square on these maps represents a household. One 
procedure for drawing a sample of households (dots) is to divide 
the entire area under study into clusters of 3 households. Figure 
1 shows how one towhship has been divided into clusters of 3· house
holds. The entire area is divided into clusters of 3 using some 
combination of complete ·, half• or quarter sect?ion . lines. : Iri . figure 1, 
clusters 14 and 20 encompass complete sections. Clusters 10 and 11 
are a combination of half and quarter sections. Cluster 36 contains 
1,½ sections. In order to divide along square, half or quarter section 
lines, it may be necessary to occasionally form a cluster with 4 or 
2 households. However, most clusters should contain 3 households. 
The boundaries of clusters should follow quarter, half or section lines 
where possible to make it easier for the interviewers to find the 
sample households. However, it may be necessary in sparsely populated 
areas, or in areas where roads and rivers run crooked, to ignore section 
lines and form clusters of 3 households in the most convenient "shape" 
possible. 

After the area is divided into clusters, the clusters should be 
numbered consecutively. A sample of clusters is selected by using 
the table of random numbers . 

.. 
'!:._/ The Iowa Highway Commission has copies of all county maps showing the 

location of rural households. Some counties will also have plat maps 
from other sources. 
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When dividing the entire study area into clusters, make sure 
every part of the rural area is in a cluster. Failure to include 
a part of the area in clusters would result in a biased sample, 
since the excluded households would have no chance of being selected . 

The county maps sometimes are not up-to-date. When the inter
viewing begins, you may find there are actually less than 3, or more 
than 3, occupied households in some cluster areas. Go ahead and 
interview all households in selected clusters to avoid bias. Further
more, the maps may not show new suburbs at the edge of towns. Unless 
new town additions are identified, these households may be selected in 
both the rural and urban samples. In addition, inclusion of these 
areas in a rural sample may result in a very large number of house
holds in a given cluster. In the event a section is selected which 
includes urban or small town households, all urban or small town 
households are eliminated from the cluster. Interview all rural 
households within the cluster. 

Sample Size 

The number of households to be included in the sample depends on the 
number of households in the area, the desired precision of the results 
and the objectives of the study. 

The first step in determining sample size is to estimate the number of 
households in the area to be studied. Determine the number of town house
holds by numbering the lists obtained from the city clerks or from the 
utility companies and by counting the number of X's marked on the maps pre
pared by driving around the towns. 

Estimate the number of rural households in the following manner : 
Using the census data, subtract the town population from the total popula 
tion of the area being surveyed. The remainder should be an estimate of 
the total rural population. Divide the total rural population by the aver
age size of rural households to obtain an estimate of the number of rural 
households. In the event the average size of rural households is unknown, 
use a rough figure of 4 members per household . The sum of the town and 
rural households will provide an estimate of the total number of households 
in the area . 

Now that you know the number of households in the area, next determine 
the degree of precision wanted in the results. As~ rule of thumb, you 
will want to have a sample size that will let you estimate a percentage 
figure within plus££_ minus .2, percent of the true figur~. You will then 
have a chance of being right 95 percent of the time. Table 2 shows the 
number of households needed to obtain answers of this precision for several 
population sizes. 

Finally, you must decide the number of households in the sample which 
should come from the towns and from the rural area. As a rule of thumb, 
the percent of town and rural households in the sample should be the same 
as the percent of town and rural households in the total population . 

If a total of 1,000 households are included in the town and rural area 
to be sampled and 300 are located in rural areas, then about 30 percent of 
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the households should be drawn from the rural area and 70 percent from the 
town or towns. 

In the event you plan to make an analysis of sub-areas, separate samples 
must be drawn from each sub-area. In~ county-wide survey. it may be desirable 
to analyze the trade~ around 1 £E_ ~ towns. In this case, separate sam
ples must be drawn for each town. The sample size of each sub-area should be 
determined in the same manner as a sample for the total area as a single unit. 
The sample size for each sub-area will be smaller than a sample drawn for the 
total area. However, the total of all sub-area samples will be greater than 
a sample for the total area. 
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TABLE 2. 

Suggested Sample Sizes For Selected Population Sizes 
In A Simple Random Sample 

Total 
Number of Numper of 
Households Households 
Needed in In the 

Number of 
Households 
Needed in 

Population -/( The Sample Population The Sample 

100 80 6,000 375 
120 92 7,000 378 
140 104 8,000 381 
160 114 9,000 383 
180 124 10,000 385 
200 133 More than 10,000 400 
220 142 
240 150 
260 158 
280 165 
300 171 
320 178 
340 184 
360 189 
380 195 
400 200 
420 205 
440 210 
460 214 
480 218 
500 222 
600 240 
700 255 
800 267 

00 277 
1,000 286 
1,250 303 -I< 

1,500 316 
Make sure that you have added 

1,750 326 together all the households 

2,000 333 
(rural and town) in the popu-

2,500 345 
lation before you determine 

3,000 353 the sample size. 

3,500 359 
4,000 364 
4,500 367 
5,000 370 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Distributing and Collecting Questionnaires 

After the questionnaire has been prepared and pre-tested and the sample 
drawn, the next step in a community survey is to distribute questionnaires. 
At this stage, the main objective is to achieve the highest possible rate of 
completion. Even if you have drawn a statistically accurate sample, the 
accuracy of the survey will be impaired unless a high percentage of those 
designated to receive a questionnaire actually receive, complete and return 
it . Consequently, the suggestions and recommendations offered in this 
section are oriented toward improving the survey completion rate. 

Although there are a number of methods for distributing questionnaires 
(direct contact, mail, etc.), the highest rate of completion is assured 
when personal contacts are made and the purpose of the survey and instruc
tions for completing it have been explained to the respondents. Distributing 
questionnaires by mail or taking interviews by telephone may be most appro
priate for some kinds of surveys; but for the most part, they are less 
effective than direct contact. However, specialized use of these methods will 
be discussed later in this section. 

A procedure for distributing questionnaires which .has worked well in 
many communities involves having the volunteer workers contact the designated 
households, explain the survey and instructions for completing it, leave 
a blank questionnaire and plain white envelope and make an appointment to 
return to pick up the completed questionnaire. Having the respondent seal 
his completed questionnaire in the plain envelope helps to insure the anonymity 
of the respondent. Tell the respondent he does not have to write his name 
on either the questionnaire or the envelope. If the respondent feels that 
he may be identified, it will probably affect the way he answers many ques
tions. 

For the planners of a community survey, the most difficult phase of 
distributing questionnaires by direct contact is getting enough volunteer 
assistance to help with the job. If a particular organization (such as 
the Junior Chamber of Commerce) is making the survey as a project, then 
it is usually not too difficult to line up enough volunteer workers to com
plete the job. As a rule of thumb, there should be one volunteer worker . 
for every 10-15 questionnaires to be distributed. Therefore, if 300 house
holds are included in the sample, you will probably need a minimum of 20-
25 volunteer workers to make the contacts and distribute the questionnaires. 

One of the keys to success in a community survey is proper organization 
and coordination. Set a definite date to begin distributing questionnaires. 
Make an intensive effort to get all the questionnaires distributed, completed 
and returned in a relatively short period of time, say one week. If the 
effort is not coordinated, the completion rate is usually low and completed 
questionnaires trickle in over an undesirable length of time. Therefore, 
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survey planners should establish a definite kick-off date and deadline 
date, and concentrate their efforts on getting the job done in this 
time period. 

The rate of return of completed questionnaires can usually be improved 
if people in the community know about the survey ahead of time. In this 
respect, some timely newspaper publicity ahead of the kick-off date can 
stimulate interest in the survey project. Publicizing the survey ahead of 
time, along with the dates when the questionnaires will be distributed, can 
serve to alert people that an interviewer may call. 

Since you will need several volunteer workers to distribute and pick 
up the questionnaires, it is very important to have a training meeting 
for the volunteers a few days in advance of the kick-off date. At this 
meeting, discuss procedures and make distribution assignments. Having all 
workers together for such a training meeting helps insure that all volunteers 
will follow a uniform set of procedures. 

Arrange questionnaires (in geographical proximity) in groups of 5 so 
that volunteers can take as many groups of 5 as they wish . But the minimum 
number of questionnaires any volunteer could take would be 5. This procedure 
facilitates making assignments to volunteer workers. As assignments are 
made, i t is a good idea to note the assignments on a worksheet. Refer to this 
record sheet to keep track of questionnaires as they are completed and returned. 

Following is a guide on instructing volunteer workers on the procedure for 
distributing and picking up completed questionnaires: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

Explain the reason for the survey and identify the 
originating groups and organizations to the respondent . 

Stress the anonymity of the respondent. Assure the householder 
that his answers can in no way be traced to him specifically . 

Point out the need for 100 percent cooperation in completing 
the questionnaire. Point out that only a fraction of the 
total community is being interviewed and for that reason it 
is very important to have a complete return from those who 
were selected for interviewing. Stress the random nature of 
the selection of the people to be interviewed to dispel any 
concern that they, as individuals, were picked out because 
they had a particular attitude or held a particular position. 

It is important that the head of the household participate in 
completing the questionnaire. However, the husband and wife 
may be encouraged to fill it out toge t her or even in consulta
tion with the children. 

It is convenient and desirable to agree on a time to call 
back to pick up the completed questionnaire. It is also 
desirable to have the family leave the completed questionnaire 
in an agreed-upon place (such as a mailbox) if it is known in 
advance that they will not be home at the time of the call
back. 
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6. There should be a minimum of 1 day and a m~ximum of 3 days 
between the time a questionnaire is left with a family 
and the time it will be picked up. 

7. In the event a family is not home at the time of the first 
call, at least 2 more atte~pts should be made to contact 
the family. If the residence is vacant, note this; however, 
make no substitutions. The number of people to be inter
viewed included a sufficient number of "extras" to replace a 
percentage of vacant households and/or unavailable families. 
Only the households actually assigned should be contacted. 
Do not make substitutions. 

8 . Even after explanation, a few of the people will probably 
refuse to fill out a questionnaire. In this event, make 
an attempt to insure that the individual fully understands 
the intent and purpose of the survey as well as the insurance of 
his anonymity as a respondent. If he still refuses, thank the 
person for his time and leave. Pressure and arguing could do 
more harm than good in this situation. 

9. Explain carefully to each respondent how to complete the 
questionnaire. This is particularly true for the multiple 
answer questions where a response is desired for each of 
the various items. Mention that the information concerning 
age and income cannot be traced to the individual; and 
therefore, he should have no reservations about completing 
this part of the questionnaire. 

10. The interviewer may go through a few questions with the 
respondent to insure that the method of response is under
stood. However, be careful not to express your own opinions 
about any of the questions. 

11. Try to distribute all the questionnaires within a 3 or 4-day 
period so that all of the questionnaires are answered during 
the same week. 

12 . Tell the respondent it is important that he answer all 
of the questions. If he has no opinion on some items, tell 
him he should mark the "don't know" category . 

Mail Questionnaires 

The method just described usually insures a high rate of completion on 
questionnaires and consequently greater accuracy in survey results. However, 
it does require the assistance of a fairly large group of volunteer workers. 
In some situations, it ma y be desirable to mail questionnaires rather than 
personally deliver them and pick them up. However, the rate of return on 
mail questionnaires seldom exceeds 50 percent. The undesirable feature of 
this method is that there is no easy way of determining if those who return 
questionnaires are representative of the total communit y . 

In situations where representativeness or accuracy is not a considera
tion, however, the mail questionnaire can be an eas y and inexpensive way of 
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gathering information. If, for example, the purpose of a survey is to obtain 
a list of people who might be interested in employment in a new industry, a 
mail questionnaire sent to all households in the community could be effective. 
In such a situation, persons who would be most interested in employment 
would be most likely to return completed questionnaires. It is improbable 
that this method would identify all persons interested in employment in a 
new industry; but if the objective is to have only a general estimate of 
labor availability without expending a great deal of time, money and effort, 
it is an acceptable method. 

Similarly, if the purpose of a survey is to get ideas for community 
improvement and you do not necessarily want opinions from all community 
residents (or a statistically valid sample thereof), the mail questionnaire 
method could be quite satisfactory. 

As an example, if the city council were seeking suggestions on how to 
improve the parking problem in a particular community, a simple questionnaire 
consisting of an invitation to submit ideas for solving the problem could 
be mailed to all community residents. Here the purpose would be only to 
get some good ideas and not to validly measure the community attitude toward 
a particular solution. 

You can generally improve the return on mail questionnaires if the 
questionnaire is limited to a few simple questions and if you enclose a 
stamped return envelope. 

Newspaper and/or Telephone Surveys 

A newspaper or telephone survey can be used when the objective of the 
survey is of the same general type as indicated for the mail questionnaire. 

Several communities have achieved good labor survey results from a 
questionnaire published in a local newspaper. All people interested in 
employment in a new industry were invited to complete the questionnaire and 
return it to the community group sponsoring the survey. This technique, 
however, has worked best where an industry is either thinking about or has 
decided to move to the town, and you would like a list of potential employees 
along with some of their characteristics. 

A telephone canvass of a community can also provide information if you 
are only interested in answers to one or two simple questions. 

But let us again emphasize that surveys conducted by mail, newspapers, 
telephone, or other methods of mass distribution can be used effectively 
only when it is not necessary to have an unbiased indication of attitude 
or opinion from the whole community. If the purpose of the survey is to 
measure some community opinions, attitudes or characteristics, an inaccurate 
survey can be worse than no survey at all, since it can lead to erroneous 
and misleading conclusions. Therefore, select the method of distr i bution on 
the basis of the survey objectives. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Tabulation and Analysis 

You can tabulate survey data manually or by machine. The manual method 
is generally the most feasible way of tabulating data for the types of sur
veys discussed in this paper.~/ The basic steps in the manual method of 
tabulating and analyzing survey data are: 

1. Editing the questionnaires. 

2. Sorting the questionnaires. 

3. Coding 

4. Tallying 

5. Computing totals and percentages. 

6. Computing confidence intervals. 

Editing the Questionnaires 

Edit the questionnaires to be sure they were completed as intended. It 
is not unusual to get several answers to a question calling for only one 
answer. For example, responses to the question, "How often do you drive into 
town each week?" will sometimes be "10-14 times a month." In this case, con
vert the answer to the number of weekly trips. Select the mid-point, 12, and 
divide by 4 to get 3 trips per week. 

In the case of structured questions calling for a "yes", "no", or 
"don't know", the answer may include a circle around both the "yes" and "no". 
This person probably has not made up his mind and the correct answer should 
be "don't know." 

Another type of question which sometimes causes problems is, "In which 
town do you buy most of your groceries? If more than one town is listed, 
please rank 1 and 2." The answer will frequently include two towns with no 
ranking. A possible solution to the problem is to arbitrarily rank these towns 
1 and 2. 

Sorting the Questionnaires 

If an analysis is to be made of geographic sub-areas, or of population 
or income groups, the questionnaires should be sorted into these groups 
prior to tallying the data. For example, an analysis might be made of the 
rural questionnaires and urban questionnaires. The questionnaires should 
then be sorted into the urban group and the rural group. Each questionnaire 
should be numbered for later identification, as illustrated on the sample 
worksheet (see table 3). 

We suggest that you obtain the help of an expert before attempting to 
use machine methods. 
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Coding 

Coding speeds up the tabulating process by substituting a number for 
a word answer. The purpose of coding is to eliminate the need for recording 
lengthy answers to questions. 

Prior to assigning numbers to the answers, all possible answers must 
be listed. This procedure is relatively easy in the case of structured 
questions. If the listed answers are "yes", "no" and "don't know", make 
the following code assignment : 

Tallying 

Answer 

Yes 
No 
Don ' t Know 
No Answer 

Code 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Tallying means recording the answers on a worksheet . This procedure 
is probably most efficient when handled by two people, one recording and 
the other calling off the coded answers. The answers may be recorded on 
20 - column data pad worksheets with approximately 50 lines per sheet, or on 
other suitable columnar sheets. As shown in the sample worksheet, record 
the questions in the columns _.with each question identified at the top of the 
appropriate column. Record the answers to each questionnaire on one line 
across the paper. Each questionnaire is identified by number on the left 
side of the worksheet. Approximately 5 blank lines should separate each 
group of questionnaires sorted by geographic sub-area or income bracket, 
etc . The blank lines enable you to analyze the data for each sub-group. 

!Questionnaire 
Number 

001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 

I~ -

· Ouestion 
1 

TABLE 3 

Sample Worksheet 

Page 1 

IOuestion n11<>i::ti nn 

2 3 

-~ ~ - - - --

'-" -

n,,~~t-; nn 

4 

- - -

I ' 
Q11~i::rinn 

20 
) 

\ 
. ( ) 

,1 

I ,1 

I i1 
) 

) ) 
) 

) I 

1 1 
) 

' 
,,_) --- - -~ 

~ E7 
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Analysis 

The first step in the analysis is to check the accuracy of the tallying 
process. This accuracy check should include a detailed check of a small 
portion of the worksheet (say 5 to 10 percent). If mistakes exceed 2 in 
every 100 answers, check the entire worksheet. If the errors are 2 or less 
per 100 answers, look over the balance of the worksheet for obvious errors. 
After the data are verified for accuracy, total the columns for each ques
tion. In every case, check these totals for accuracy. The methods of statis
tical analysis, including how to compute averages, percentages and confidence 
intervals i£E. connnunity surveys~ presented in Appendix~. 

After the data are analyzed, present the results in table form. Table 
4 is an example of the results of a connnunity attitude study. 

TABLE 4 

1. Are you in favor of a central high school building? 

Yes No Don't Know No Answer 

Number % Number % Number % Number % 

Rural 51 59.3 24 27.9 8 9.3 3 3.5 
Urban 190 75.7 44 17.5 10 4.0 7 2.8 

2. Are you in favor of the school site proposed by the Citizen's Connnittee? 

Yes No Don't Know No Answer 

Number % Number % Number % Number % 

Rural 44 51.2 26 30.2 13 15.1 3 3.5 
Urban 162 64.5 59 23.5 22 8.8 8 3.2 

3. If a central high school building for the 10th, 11th and 12th grades 
is built, do you favor bonding to capacity to build a complete building 
now? (The other alternative would be to construct the basic building 
first, then add a gym and other features later.) 

Rural 
Urban 

Number 

38 
149 

Yes 

% 

44.2 
59.4 

Number 

32 
60 

No 

% 

37.2 
23.9 

Don't Know 

Number 

13 
35 

15.1 
13.9 

No Answer 

Number 

3 
7 

% 

3 .5 
2.8 
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Table 5 is an example of the results of a retail trade study. 

TABLE 5 

Percent of 250 Homes in X County Purchasing Most of Their 

Goods and Services in Selected Towns, 

December, 1964 

Towns 

Mail 
A B C D E F Order 

Groceries 8.4 13.2 6.0 32.4 5.2 31. 2 0 
Women's Clothing 0 2.8 0 42.8 12.8 25.2 9.2 
Children's Clothing 0 .8 0 28.4 8.4 17.2 8.4 
Men's Clothing 2.8 3.6 0 50.4 11. 2 19.6 2 .. 8 
Furniture .4 5.6 1.2 38.8 5.6 22.8 1. 6 

Major Appliances 2.4 5.2 4.0 32.8 6.4 25.2 4.4 
Hardware 7.2 15.2 6.0 23.2 2.8 34.4 1. 2 
Household Repairs 

(plumbing, etc.) 7.6 13.6 10.0 16 . 8 3.2 36.0 . 4 
Medical Care 0 15.2 10.4 40.4 3.6 27.2 0 
Dental Care 0 11.2 0 41. 6 10.0 26.4 0 

Drugs 2.8 13.6 4.0 43.2 4.0 22.0 0 
Beauty Salon, Barber, 
etc. 8.4 11. 2 5.2 21.6 3.6 37.2 0 

Dry Cleaning 0 6.0 2.0 34.8 11.0 27.2 0 
Lawyer 0 14.8 2.0 32.0 3.2 20.0 0 
Recreation 2.0 6.8 2.4 19.6 6.0 22.4 .4 

Automobile Service 5.2 12.0 4.8 22.8 3.2 38.8 .4 
Banking 11.6 14.0 8.4 17.6 2.0 39.6 0 

Don't 
Buy 

3.6 
7 . 2 

36.8 
9.6 
2.4 

19.6 
10.0 

12.4 
3.2 

10.8 

10.4 

12.8 
18.8 
28.0 
40 . 4 

12.8 
6.8 

Table 4 presents both the number of answers in each category and the 
percent of the total answers in each category. Table 5 shows the percent 
of answers in each category. The number of answers in each category can be 
obtained by applying the appropriate percentage to the total number of people 
answering the survey. This latter method is useful when the number of cate
gories in the table is large. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Interpreting Survey Results 

Once a survey is completed and results tabulated, two essential steps 
remain : (1) interpreting the results and (2) using the findings in commun
ity education and/or action programs. Accurate and meaningful interpretation 
of the results is an essential step in using the results to best advantage. 

In interpreting survey results, keep in mind that an opinion expressed 
on a questionnaire is only an opinion expressed at one point in time. It 
is not necessarily a commitment on the part of the respondent to act in a 
certain way or to support a certain issue when and if it comes to his atten
tion again. Consequently, in interpreting the significance of answers on 
a community survey, it is usually wise to discount the extent of favorability 
expressed on certain kinds of issues. For example, a question on a survey 
may ask about opinions and desirability of school reorganization. Many may 
favor the general question. However, when and if this becomes a community 
issue and consequently more of the specifics concerning reorganization come 
out -- such as location, particular schools involved, finances, buildings, 
etc. -- many people who expressed a favorable attitude toward reorganization 
in general may be opposed to a particular reorganization plan. Consequently, 
as a general rule, ask specific questions. 

As a further illustration of how the specificity of the question can 
affect interpretation of results, one Iowa community included in its 
survey the question, "Do you feel a community hospital is needed in this 
area?" In response to this question, 61 percent indicated they were in 
favor, 30 percent felt a hospital was not needed and the other 9 percent 
didn't know. 

On the bas i s of the answers to this question, it would appear that the 
community was 2 to 1 in favor of a hospital and that the time was ripe for 
a hospital drive. However, the next question asked, "Would you favor such 
a hospital if it were to be paid for through increases in local taxation?" 
By attaching the additional qualification, a notable difference in response 
resulted . In answer to this second question, the percent favorable declined 
from 61 to 43 percent while the percent opposed increased from 30 to 40 
percent. It is also significant to note that the percent of "don't know" 
responses increased from 9 to 17 percent. Presumably, these 17 percent 
were indicating they would need more information, such as amount of tax 
increase, size and location of the hospital, etc., before they would decide 
whether they were for or against a community hospital. Based on the answers 
to the second question, it would be debatable whether a hospital drive should 
be launched until more information were available concerning the need for 
the hospital and methods of financing. 

We said earlier, it is a good plan to try to determine the personal 
and social characteristics of the persons completing questionnaires. Such 
information could help determine what kinds of people we~e in favor of, 
or opposed to, particular issues (or what kind of people purchase locally 
as opposed to other towns and cities). A detailed analysis might be quite 
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beneficial in the case of questions such as the one on hospitals. This 
further analysis of answers on the basis of the age or income of the 
respondent might reveal differences which could be incorporated into an 
educational plan designed to increase favorability. Such an analysis 
might reveal that most of the opposition is among older people or it 
could reveal that there is nearly equal opposition (or favorability) 
among all age groups. Whatever was revealed by this more intensive anal
ysis would be of value in planning an educational program designed to 
further define the need for a hospital. 

"Don!t Know" Responses 

Frequently, many respondents (say 20-30 percent) will respond with 
a "don't know" answer to a question. In such cases, the high percentage 
of "don't know" answers may be interpreted as an indication that the person 
does not have enough information on the issue raised by the question to 
know whether he is in favor or opposed. This could be an indication of 
the need for a connnunity-wide education program to increase the level of 
information on various issues. 

Significance of Differences in Responses 

When a connnunity survey is to be used as a basis for determining 
possible connnunity action programs, the possibility of its success will 
depend in large part on the extent of favorableness expressed toward a 
particular issue or plan. Consequently, it is important to interpret 
differences in responses correctly. 

Is the difference in opinion or response great enough to be a 
"significant" difference? For example, could a question where 52 percent 
responded with a "yes" while 48 percent responded with a "no" be considered 
a "significant" difference? Obviously, such a difference would be signifi
cant if it represented the results of an election requiring only a simple 
majority to win . However, based on the results of a sample survey, it 
would be quite risky to interpret such a percentage difference as a "true" 
or significant difference. 

I n Chapter 4, we said a sample of opinion is-always subject to a 
certain amount of sampling error. The amount of error can be controlled 
by using accurate sampling procedures, but it still affects the interpreta
tion and significance of results. 

What, then, is a "significant" difference? This will depend on the 
number of people surveyed, the way the question is asked and several other 
factors, but some general guidelines can be developed to aid in interpreta
tion. 

Let's suppose 100 people were questioned about school reorganization. 
They were asked simply to indicate whether they were "in favor" or "opposed.'.' 
Even when the 100 people have been selected by the sampling procedures in
dicated in chapter 4, we would be on shaky ground to accept anything less 
than a 60-40 split as being a significant difference . ~/ That is, if less 

This statement is based on the Chi Square test at the 5 percent level 
of significance. 
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than 60 percent expressed a favorable attitude toward school reorganization, 
we could not be very confident that a majority of all community residents 
were in favor of school reorganization. However, let us suppose we 
asked this same question of 400 people in the same connnunity who were selected 
by the procedures indicated in chapter 4. With this larger sample out of the 
same total population, if we found 55 percent who expressed favorability, 
we could be quite confident (95 percent) that a majority of community resi
dents were in favor of this particular issue. To further illustrate, if we 
were to ask 1,000 people, then a 53-47 percent split in answers would make 
us just as confident that a majority of the connnunity was in favor as a 55-
45 split when 400 people were asked. 

No attempt will be made in this publication to include a detailed 
set of procedures for assessing the significance of survey results. 
However, the illustrations used above should provide some guidelines for 
evaluating and interpreting responses on questionnaires, so that erroneous 
or unwarranted conclusions are held to a minimum. If more detailed analysis 
is desired, consult a statistician. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Using Survey Results 

A fairly connnon failing in connnunity surveys is to end up the process 
with a neatly bound volume of facts and figures which collects dust. Just 
going through the exercise of a connnunity survey may serve some purpose, 
but the real objective is to provide information for decision-making about 
programs and projects. If the survey results are to do the connnunity any 
good, the findings must be disseminated. This chapter suggests several ways 
to use survey results. The means of using survey results presented here ace 
intended to be suggestive and not exhaustive. 

As a first step, present the sunnnarized findings to the persons who 
were involved in the survey at the beginning . In particular, this includes 
those persons who helped design and distribute the questionnaire and code 
and summarize the findipgs. A meeting of these people, in which the high 
points are presented and questions raised, would be one way of presenting 
the summarized findings. Give a copy of the report to each participating 
community organization . 

An elaboration of this technique is the "town meeting." All inter
ested citizens, including representatives of the various organizations, 
are invited to attend. Successful meetings of this type must be well 
organized and promoted. Mass media and letters will help attendance, 
but personal contacts are the only way to insure attendance. 

Another way of using survey results is to secure cooperation of the 
local mass media in developing news stories. A general release of survey 
findings will~ publicize(· the survey. More specific stories, perhaps a 
series built around segments of the survey, will have a greater impact . 
For example, a survey containing data about schools, government, recrea
tion, retail shoppipg centers, connnunity facilities and churches would 
provide the information for an artiele or series of articles for use by 
newspapers, radio and television . 

The sponsoring group can get more mileage out of survey results by 
forming teams of individuals to develop and present a series of 15-20 
minute presentations at meetings of connnunity organizations. Here, as 
in the other suggestions, the purpose is to obtain widespread awareness and 
understanding of the survey findings as a basis for connnunity and/or group 
actions . 

Corrnnunity groups can make use of survey results whem planning their 
yearly program. For example, a service club could use the information 
contained in the survey to determine the problems concerning the community 
and design their community service program to work on those problems. The 
information might also be used to identify possible interest areas for 
discussion at monthly programs of the club. The success of this method 
depends to some extent on the group being exposed to the survey information 
by one or more of the means previously outlined. 
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The survey results can also be used by distributing short sunnnaries 
2 to 4 pages -- of the most important findings on a mass basis to connnun
ity residents. The same technique could be used on particular segments 
of the survey, like recreation or libraries. 

No technique by itself will achieve the aim of having connnunity 
residents develop an awareness and understanding of the information 
gathered in a survey. Use several or all of the means available to 
diffuse the information. 

Two cautions should be noted in using survey results. First of all, 
take~ that individuals filling out questionnaires~ not identified 
with their answers. Cooperation in obtaining the information is always 
based on the agreement that the answers of the respondent are confidential. 
To do otherwise would destroy the cooperative spirit of the people as well 
as reduce the validity of the information. 

A second caution regards making public the answers to some questions 
on the surve¥,. The responses to some questions can often be misinterpreted 
unless you present sufficient background. Give key leaders an opportunity 
to react before the information is generally released. 

An example may illustrate the point. Suppose that 60 percent of 
the respondents indicate that water rates are too high. Further checking 
might reveal that the rate is reasonable and comparable with similar-
size cities. A story reporting the 60 percent figure would likely stimu
late criticism and invoke the ill will of the city government. A story 
reporting the 60 percent figure along with a comparison of rates in other 
cities would be more useful and be less likely to antagonize anyone. This 
caution is not intended as a means of "covering up"; it is intended to 
suggest that you use discretion in publishing survey results. 



CHAPTER NINE 

Survey Checklist 

The following is an ordered summary of the most important steps in 
community surveying. Each of these. steps is discussed in detail in the 
preceding chapters. The following checklist can serve as a quick 
reference for "next steps" throughout the survey process. 

Steps 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Identify the survey area. 

___ A sponsoring group or organization agrees to take major 
responsibility for organizing, planning and executing 
the ' community survey. 

---

Identify the groups or organizations relevant to the 
community survey. 

Contact key persons in the relevant groups. Explain 
the purpose of the survey, the procedure and the role 
the group may fulfill . 

Meet with representatives of the relevant groups to 
discuss the survey. Discuss medhanics of the survey 
and decide what topics or subject areas are to be 
surveyed. 

Develop the questionnaire, paying particular attention 
to the following : 

a. ---

b. 

c. 

d. 

Representatives submit their ideas for 
questions, indicating which ones they 
feel are most important . 

Ideas for questions are put into a form 
which can be easily interpreted by the 
respondents. 

The questionnaire is "pre- tested" with a 
small group to determine which questions need 
to be clarified . 

Change the questionnaire -- if necessary -
and prepare copies. Determine the number by 
the size of sample. Run several extra copies. 

Define the geogra~hic area in which people are to be 
interviewed (see step 1). 



8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13 . 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

---

---

---
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Determine the number of households within the area. If 
.the survey includes rural and town people, determine the 
number of households for each area. 

Draw the town sample by the simple random sampling procedure. 

Draw the rural area sample by the cluster sampling technique. 
Towns of less than 2,500 population may be sampled in the 
same way. 

Enlist volunteers to distribute and collect questionnaires. 

Hold a meeting of volunteers to explain the survey and 
interviewing procedure. 

Release publicity when volunteers start distributing 
the questionnaire. 

Edit completed questionnaires. 

Sort the questionnaires into the categories to be 
used in analysis, such as rural-urban, income level 
and/or amount of education. 

Number questionnaires. 

___ Develop a code for ea~h question. 

--- Code questionnaire responses. 

Tabulate the coded responses. 

___ Analyze tabulated data. 

---

Put the survey results into a report. Distribute 
report. 

Develop a systematic plan for disseminating the 
results of the survey. 



APPENDIX A 

Sample Community Survey Items 

Examples of questions which have been used in various community 
surveys are presented in this Appendix. It is not an exhaustive list 
but rather is intended to be illustrative of various kinds of questions 
which have and can be used in community surveys. In some cases, it may 
be possible to use questions directly from this list. However, in most 
cases, it will probably be desirable to use id13as from this list to 
develop questions which are more specifically adapted to the individual 
community. Included in this Appendix are questions on the following: 

A. Municipal or public services. 

B. Industrial development. 

C. Community services. 

D. Community image. 

E . Churches. 

F. Recreation and tourism. 

G. Government. 

H. Public affairs and education. 

L Schools. 

J. Youth. 

K. Senior citizens. 

L. Agriculture. 

M. Personal and social ~haracteristics. 

N. Labor survey questionnaire. 

0. Retail trade questionnaire. 

Format For Yes-No Questions 

1. Do you think the city should 
provide a summer insect control _ 
program? 

2. Do you think ___ county's 
facilities and services for the 
mentally and ~~ysically handicapped 
are adequate? 

Yes No Don t Know 
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Would you be in favor of a 
community-wide immunization 
program for communicable diseases 
(such as polio, smallpox, etc.)? 

Yes No 

Sample of Additional Yes-No Questions 

Municipal or Public Services 

Don I t Know 

1 . Do you feel the city ihould provide funds for suitable airport 
facilities f or ? --- - --

(name of town) 
Yes No Don't Know --

2. Are you satisfied with the library facilities in ? 
(name of town) 

Yes No Don't Know 

3. Are there sufficient books in the public library to meet the 
needs of you and your family? 

Yes No Don ' t Know 

4. Does anyone in your family use the public library? 

Yes No Don ' t Know 

5 . Do you think the city should provide a summer insect control 
program? 

Yes No Don't Know 

6 . Do you think there should be a more rigid building code and a 
building inspector for --,-------.,..----? 

(name of town) 
No Yes Don't Know 

7. Would you favor parking meters for the downtown _____ _ area? 

Yes No Don ' t Know 

8 . Would you favor an ordinance requiring downtown business people 
to park off main street? 

Yes No Don't Know 

9 . Would you favor increasing the city tax levy to improve street 
lighting in _________ ? 

(name of town) 
Yes No Don ' t Know 

10. Do you think the -------- town ordinances need reviewing 
and modernization? 

Yes No Don't Know 
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11. Do you think the traffic ordinances in 
enforced? ------- are adequately 

Yes No Don't Know 

12. Are you satisfied with the law enforcement in ---------county? 

Yes No Don't Know 

13. Do you think the mayor-council type of town government is more 
satisfactory than the city manager plan? 

Yes No Don't Know 

14. Do you think staggered terms for the city council would be 
better than the present system where all terms expire at the 
same time every two years? 

Yes No Don't Know 

15. Would you favor the development of zoning ordinances for 

Yes No Don't Know 

16. Would you favor county zoning (zoning of rural areas as well) 
for ___________ county? 

Yes No Don't Know 

17. Would you favor the necessary increase in taxes to provide more 
curb and gutter for ________ streets? 

(name of town) 

Yes No Don't Know 

18. Do you feel that a community hospital is needed in this area? 

Yes No Don't Know 

19. Would you favor such a hospital if it were to be paid for 
through increases in local taxation? 

Yes No Don't Know 

20. Would you favor fluoridation of your community's water supply? 

Yes No Don't Know 

Industrial Development 

? 

1. Do you think your communi~l. is large enough and has enough to offer 
to attract new industry? ~/ 

2. Do you think it would be good if your community had more industry? 

To save space, "yes , " "no" and "don 't know" have been omitted in the re
mainder of this app endix. 
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3 . Which of the following, in your opinion, work against ------getting additional industry? (name of town) 

a . Lack of skilled labor. ---
b. Lack of industrial facilities. ---
c. Lack of promotion. 

d. Current tax structure. 

4 . In order to get new industry to come into an area, it is a good 
idea to provide land and facilities for their needs to be made 
available for purchase or lease at reasonable rent. Do you ... 

___ a. Strongly agree. 

--- b. Agree. 

--- c. Disagree. 

d. Strongly disagree. 

5. If there were a good possibility of getting a new industry which 
would provide jobs in this area, but it was necessary to raise 
a sum of money to purchase land and facilities for lease at a 
reasonable rent, would you be willing to invest in stock to help 
provide this capital? 

6 . Do you feel the present industries in this city are receiving 
community support? 

7. Do you believe there are enough non-farm jobs available in the 
area? 

8 . Do you feel that should devote more effort to trying 
to attract new industry? 

9 . Do you think that money should be raised in the ---------community to provide an industrial park (facilities) to aid in 
attracting new industry? 

Community Services 

1. Do you think community organizations should join together in an 
effort to get new community residents acquainted with and involved 
in community organizations? 

2. Do you think community organizations should Join together in a 
planned program for welcoming new residents to the community? 

3. Do you feel local businessmen and organizations should support 
a welcome wagon to welcome new residents to the community? 

4. Would you favor a United Fund System (Community Chest) that 
would consolidate a majority of the present community fund drives? 
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5. Do you feel that _________ civic organizations should 
make an additional effort to improve urban-farm relations? 

6. Do you think _________ needs a connnunity center to pro-
vide a place for organization and connnunity meetings? 

7. Should the __________ connnunity publish a calendar of 
scheduled meetings and events? 

8. Is there a need for a long-range planning board or connnittee 
for the future and best interests of _________ ? (This 
planning connnittee would help coordinate the efforts of city 
councils and governmental bodies as well as organizations to 
result in social and economic improvement and development.) 

9. There has been some discussion of land use planning and zoning 
for _________ county. Land use planning and zoning applies 
to rural areas as well as urban. Do you feel you know what land 
use planning and zoning means and what it would do in the connnun
ity? 

10. Would you or members of your family make use of a free mobile 
tuberculosis X-ray unit? (~hest x-rays) 

11. Would you be in favor of connnunity-wide innnunization programs 
for connnunicable diseases? (Such as polio, smallpox, etc.) 

12. Do you feel your connnunity has enough: 

a . General medical doctors. ---
--- b. Dentists. 

___ c. Surgeons. 

13. Do you think additional mental health facilities need to be 
made available for _________ county residents? 

14. Do you think ________ county's facilities and services 
far t'be mental Jy and physically handicapped are ade.qua .... t ... e,-..? _______ _ 

15 . Should a Dutch Elm disease control program be organized for 
? --------

16. Do you feel a credit bureau (to provide credit ratings on 
businesses and individuals) would be of value in the 

area? --------
17. Do you feel that additional emphasis should be placed on civil 

defense in the _________ connnunity? 

18. Do you feel that additional public rest room facilities are 
needed in the downtown area? 
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19. Do you feel there is a need for an employment office in _____ _ 
county? 

20. Do you think there should be a YMCA and/or YWCA facility in 
your connnunity? 

Connnunity Image 

1. Following are a number of terms which are often used to describe 
connnunities. They are listed as pairs, with one descriptive 
term at one side and the opposite term at the other. You will 
circle one number for each pair. For example, if you believe 

is very friendly, you would circle number 6. If 
you feel it is very unfriendly, you would circle a 1. If you feel 
that it is neij:'her very friendly or very unfriendly, you would cir
cle one of the numbers between 1 and 6 which best expresses your 
opinion. Please circle one number under each of the following 
terms: 

Unfriendly 
a. 1 2 3 

Going downhill 
b. 1 2 3 

Discourages new industry 
C, 1 2 3 

Inactive 
d. 1 2 3 

Businessmen cold & 
standing still 

e. 1 2 3 

Poor place to do business 
f. 1 2 3 

Residential area run-down 

g. 1 2 3 

Business district run..:d·own 

h. 1 2 3 

No chance for new jobs 

i. 1 2 3 

City government inefficient 
j. 1 2 3 

k. 

Only part of "businessm~n 
promote cormnunity 

1 2 3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 
Friendly 

6 

Moving ahead 
5 6 

Encourages new industry 
5 6 

5 
Active 

6 

Businessmen friendly 
and progressive 

5 6 

Good place to do business 
4 5 6 

4 

4 

Residential area neat 
& clean 

5 6 

Business district neat 
& clean 

5 6 

Good prospects for develop
ing new jobs 

4 5 6 

City government efficient 
4 5 6 

4 

Businessmen all .promote 
connnunity 

5 6 
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2. Please indicate how you evaluate each of the following in relation 
to other connnunities you are familiar with. If you think the 
streets are excellent in comparison with other towns, you might 
circle 6; if you think they are a little above average, you would 
circle 4; and if you think they are very poor, you might circle 
1. Please circle the number that expresses your evaluation of 
each of the following: 

Very 
Poor 

a. Streets 1 

b. Churches 1 

c. Fire protec-
tion 1 

d. Law enforce
ment 

e. Public trans
portation 

f. Street main-

1 

1 

tenance 1 

g. Water supply 1 

h. Recreation 
facilities 1 

i. Medical 
facilities 

j. Garbage 
collection 

k. Utilities 

1. Library 
facilities 

m. Parking 

n. Job opportu-

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

young people 1 

o. Nursing home 
facilities for 
older retired 
persons 1 

p. Attitude of 
businessmen 1 

q. Participation 
of people in 
connnunity 
activities 1 

r. Water system 1 

s . Industrial 
development 1 

Poor 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Below 
Average 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Above 
Average 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Good 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Excellent 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 
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Very Below Above 
Poor Poor Average Average Good Excellent 

t. Welfare 
programs 1 2 3 4 5 6 

u. Availability 
of financing 1 2 3 4 5 6 

v. Supervision 
of teenagers 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Churches 

1. Do you feel the ministers in your corrnnunity should be more active 
in corrnnunity affairs? 

2. Do you think the ministers in your community should take a more 
active part in pre-marital counseling? 

3. Please indicate whether you feel the churches in ______ county 
have a "very important influence," an "important influence," or 
whether they have "little influence" on each of the following: 

a. Children 

b. Teenagers 

c. Young unmarried adults 

d. Young married people 

e. Mature families 

f. Older people 

g. Corrnnunity affairs 

h. Integrating new members 
into the corrnnunity 

i. Stimulating corrnnunity 
cooperation 

Very 
Important 
Influence 

Important 
Influence 

Little 
Influence 

4. Do you think it would be a good idea if some of the churches in ____ _ 
would consider combining? 

5. Listed below are some general problem ·areas related to churches. We 
have tried to list problems which have occurred in many corrnnunities 
similar to ________ We would like you to evaluate how these 
problems apply to your community. Four descriptions of how these 
problems may relate to your corrnnunity are listed immediately below. 
Read them over carefully, then enter in the blank provided in front 
of each problem the number of the description that best relates each 
particular problem to your corrnnunity. 

-
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(1) It is not a problem. 

(2) It is a problem, but not a serious one. 

(3) It is a serious problem. 

(4) It is a very serious problem. 

a. Adequate opportunities for religious worship for all ---- faiths having groups in the corrnnunity. 

b. ____ Adequate religious education and programs for all age 
groups of the corrnnunity. 

c. ____ Adequate interdenominational organizations to effectively 
plan and execute corrnnunity religious activities. 

d. Conflict between churches. 

e. Adequate corrnnunity support of the churches. ----
f. Conflict between church activities and other corrnnunity 

activities. 

F. Recreation and Tourism 

1. Do you think steps ihould be taken to preserve 
covered bridges? 

------ county's 

2. Do you feel the old fire house in 
as a museum? 

should be preserved 

3. Should the approaches to _______ be made more attractive to make 
the city more inviting to outsiders? 

4. Do you think a public golf course is needed in ? -------
5. If a golf course were available, would you or members af your fami.l.y:--

make use of it? 

6. Is the present swirrnning pool adequate? 

7. Do you think there is a need for a new swirrnning pool in ? -------
8. Are you satisfied with the existing park facilities in the 

area? 

9. Is there a need for a bro~hure (for local residents and tourists) on 
points of interest i n county? ----------

10. Do you think an effort should be made to restore and mark some of the 
points of historical interest in ________ county? 
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11. Camping is more popular today among tourists. Do you feel that the 
developing of camping sites in _____ and surrounding counties -
would help the development and growth of the _______ area? 

12. Have you or members of your family attended or do you make use of 
each of the following: 

a. Public library 

b. Civic music concert 

c. Connnunity players 

d. Travelogue series 

e. Art exhibit 

Yes 

series 

No 
Don't 
Know. 

13. From the standpoint of attracting tourists, what do you think are the 
strong points of _______ ? 

a. Well marked historical sites. 

b. Good hotels and motels. 

c. Good restaurants. 

d. Convenient parking. 

e. Roadside parks and picnic facilities. 

14. Listed below are some problems related to recreation which have oc-
curred in many connnunities similar to ________ We would like 
you to evaluate how these problems apply to your connnunity. Four 
descriptions of how these problems may relate to your connnunity are 
listed innnediately below. Read them over carefully, then enter in 
the blank provided in front of each problem the number of the descrip
tion that best relates each particular problem to your connnunity. 

(1) It is not a problem. 

(2) It is a problem, but not a serious problem. 

(3) It is a serious problem. 

(4) It is a very serious problem. 

a . Adequate recreational opportunities for all age groups. ---
b. Adequate outdoor recreational facilities. ---
c. ___ Adequate indoor recreational facilities. 

d. Adequate connnercial recreational facilities. ---
e. ___ Recreational board to plan connnunity recreational activities. 

f. Conflict between organized recreational activities and other ---
connnunity activities. 

g. ___ Adequate support of the connnunity recreational facilities. 
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G. Government 

1. Would you be in favor of consolidating some of the present county 
government offices if greater efficiency or lower costs would result? 

2. Would you be in favor of consolidating two or more county governments 
if a study by a representative committee found it to be sufficiently 
economical? 

3. Approximately what percent of the property tax dollar do you think 
goes for the operation of each of the following? (In each case in
dicate your estimate of the percent of the property tax dollar that 
goes for each.) 

a. Schools 

b. Hospital 

c. Roads 

d. State institutions 

; 

4. Would you be in favor of the County Board of Supervisors purchasing 
voting machines to speed up the tabulation of voting results? 

5. Do you feel the present forms of taxation are adequate to continue 
to support local governmental and public services? 

6. Do you feel the present forms of taxation will be adequate to con
tinue to support local governmental and public services five years 
from now? 

H. Public Affairs and Education 

1. Would you be willing to participate in neighborhood discussion groups 
to learn more about: 

Don't 
---------------------------------------,:=;::::!;-----~ ~----:::::!!:::::=W--:;::-

a. Your schools 

b . Local government 

c. Collection and allocation of taxes 

d. Farm problems 

e. Social and economic changes taking 
place 

f. Civil defense 

I. Schools 

1. Do you think competitive athletics are being over-emphasized in our 
schools? 
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2. Are extra-curricular activities other than athletics consuming too 
much time in our schools? 

3. Is an area vocational trade school ( to provide post-high school 
training in electronics, mechanics, printing, building trades, etc.) 
needed in the ________ county area? 

4. Do you feel that a 2-year public junior college is needed for 

5 . If such a junior college were available, do you think it should pro
vide vocational training (electronics, mechanics, building trades, 
etc.) in addition to regular college courses? 

6. Do you feel that additional vocational agricultural training (beyond 
high school) should be offered prospective farmers in -------county? 

7. Do you feel the 
on: 

schools should place additional emphasis 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

Vocational training 

Education to prepare young 
people for marriage 

Physical education and con-
ditioning of students 

Driver training 

Educational programs for adults 

College preparation 

Yes · No 
Don't 
Know 

8. Should government funds derived from school taxes be used in any part 
for the assistance of the education of youth in private or church
related, non-public s~hools? 

9. Do you think the -------- High School should offer summer 
courses? 

10. Would you be in favor of lengthening the school year? (The present 
length of the school year is 180 days.) 

11 . Are there sufficient numbers of adult education courses being offered 
in the corrnnunity at the present time? 

12. Does the present adult education program need to be revised to offer 
different courses? 

13. Do you feel there is a need for parents to have more opportunities 
to meet with school teachers and administrators? 

14. Do you feel that teacher salaries in the schools are 
high enough to attract and hold a good tea~hing staff? 

? 
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15. In reference to our present school system, please indicate your opin
ions by rating each of the following as: Very good, good, adequate, 
inadequate, or don't know. 

a. Curriculum 

b. Administration 

c. Facilities 

d. Teachers 

e. Board 

f. Vocational training 

g. Adult education 

h. Guidance counseling 

Very 
Good Good 

16. Do you feel that the building facilities of the 

Ade
quate 

Inade- Don't 
guate Know 

-----------Schoo 1 District are adequate to meet both present and future needs? 
(Next 5 years) 

17. Listed below are some problem areas related to schools. We have tried 
to list problems which have occurred in many communities similar to 

We would like you to evaluate how these problems 
apply to your community. Four descriptions of how these problems may 
relate to your community are listed immediately below. Read them over 
carefully, then enter in the blank provided in front of each prob'.lem 
the number of the description that best relates each particular prob
lem area in the community. 

a. ---

b. 

c. ---

d. ---

(1) It is not a problem. 

(2) It is a problem, but not a serious problem. 

(3) It is a serious problem. 

(4) It is a very serious problem. 

Adequacy of school program and facilities to meet commun-
ity formal and informal educational needs. 

Conflict between school activities and other community 
activities. 

Adequate school organization to effectively plan and execute 
school program improvements. 

Adequate community support of school organizations to acti-
vate improvement plans into community action in planning 
improvements of school programs. 
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J . Youth 

1. Do you think there are adequate recreational facilities available to 
the youth of the conununity? 

Yes No 

a. Thirteen and under 

b. Fourteen and over 

2. Do you think the ministers in your conununity should take a more 
active part in pre-marital counseling? 

Don't 
Know 

3. Do you feel that a curfew for children and teenagers should be en
forced in our conununity? 

4 . Apart from schools, do you feel there are too many organizational 
activities for teenagers in the _________ conununity? 

K. Senior Citizens 

L. 

1. Do you believe there are sufficient recreational and organization 
activities available for older and retired people in our county? 

2. Are the present nursing and custodial homes in the county sufficient 
to meet the needs of elderly people in the county? 

3. Considering the needs of _________ county's people over 60 
years of age, would a conununity retirement home of 50 or more apart
ments be desirable and used in this conununity? 

4. In regard to the older and retired persons in county, --------do you feel : 

a. There are adequate recreational and social activities to 
meet their needs? 

b. There are sufficient nursing and custodial homes in the 
county to meet their needs? 

c . The opportunity is provided for them to contribute as 
much as they might to conununity projects and activities? 

5. Do you feel there is a need in _________ for a modern nursing 
home with registered nurses on duty for bed confined pers ons who do 
not necessarily need hos pita l confinement? 

Agricultural 

1 ~ Which government agricultural program (price supports, acreage con
trols, etc.) do you favor? 
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a. Compulsory 

b. Voluntary 

c. No government program 

2. Would you favor state-wide mandatory testing for the control of each 
of the following: 

Yes No 
Don't 
Know 

a. Brucellosis 

b. Tuberculosis 

c. Hog cholera 

3 . Do you feel that rural zoning in county is a good ---------idea? 

4. Are you satisfied with the rural zoning that has been accomplished in 
county? 

5. Are you aware of the traveling library facilities that are available 
~o you and your family in the county? 

6. Does county need more market outlets for farm products? 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Rork 

Beef 

Dairy 

Poultry 

Grain 

. Yes No 
Don' ·t 
Know 

7. In county in recent years more than $1,000,000 wor th of 
corn per year is marketed as grain rather than through livestock. If 
this grain were marketed through livestock, it would greatly increase 
the farm income of ______ county. What, in your opinion, are 
the major reasons why some farmers are not feeding their grain but · 
are marketing it directly? (Check all reasons that you think are 
factors.) 

a. Too many part-time farmers (full-time job in town and farm 
on weekends and evenings) who do not have time for livestock. 

b. Livestock takes too much time. 

c. Livestock are too restrictive (require operator to be there 
every day.) 

d. Returns are not high enough on livestock to be worth the 
trouble. 
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e. Lack of management ability to properly handle livestock. 

f. Investment required for livestock is too great. 

g. Lack of good markets for livestock. 

h. Lack of finances and capital to operate a livestock program. 

i. Taxes on livestock. 

j. Prices on livestock are too uncertain. 

8. Approximately what percent of your livestock do you sell to each of 
the following: 

a. Public auction markets. 

b. Packing plants in 

C • Packing plants outside county. 

d. Other farmers for breeding purposes. 

e. Other packers and markets outside Iowa. 

f. Other: What? 

9. Approximately how many crop acres do you feel it takes in ------
county to have a net income of $5,000 per year (assume strictly cash-
grain operation -- no livestock). 

10. With modern day machinery, about how many acres do you think a full- e 
time farmer in _______ county can farm without a lot of additional 
hellp? 

11. Would you favor a rural number and lettering system for the location 
and identification of fires in the rural areas? 

12. Are you satisfied with the rural school bus transportation system? 

13. What do you think would increase the understanding between farm people 
and business people? (List the three things you believe would help 
most.) 

14. Where do you sell most of the following farm products? 

Product Town 

a. Dairy products 

b. Corn 

c. Soybeans 

d. Beef 

e. Poultry products 

f. Hogs 
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15. If you do not presently use any of the following soil conservation 
practices on your farm : contouring, strip-cropping, terracing; 
which of the following reasons apply? 

a. Feel there is no benefit derived from these practices. 

b. The added inconvenience of going around the hill outweighs 
the benefits. 

c. Have no soil loss on the farm. 

d. Neighbors would think I am foolish. 

e. Find it hard to make a break from a lifetime of habit. 

f. Do not want to ~hange fences. 

g. Am thinking of using one or more of these practices in the 
near future. 

16. Do you feel there is sufficient long-term credit (credit for longer 
than one crop year) available to meet the needs of the farmers in 
the county? 

M. Personal and Social Characteristics 

1. Is the homemaker or wife in your household employed outside the home? 

2. In which of the following brackets would your net family income be
fore taxes be classified? 

a. Less than $2,000. 

b. $2,000 - $3,999. 

c. $4,000 - $5,999. 

d. $6,000 - $9,999. 

e. Over $10,000. 

3. What is the age of the head of your housihold? 

a. Under 25. 

b. 25-34 years of age. 

C. 35-44 years of age. 

d. 45-54 years of age. 

e. 55-64 years of age. 

f. 65 and over. 

4 . . How many people are living in your home at the present time? 

Adults ---
Children, 14-21 

Children, under 14 
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5. What radio station do you usually listen to for news coverage? 

6 . What television station do you watch for news coverage? 

7. Which of the following newspapers do you subscribe to and/or read 
regularly? 

8. Is anyone in your family (living at home) presently driving to work 
outside _________ Which town? 

9. What was the highest grade completed by the head of the household? 

a. 8th grade or less. 

b. Some high school. 

c. High school graduate. 

d. Some college. 

e. College graduate. 

10. How long have you lived in this c ormnuni ty? 

Sample Labor Survey Questionnaire 

This survey is being made in an effort to obtain information about the 
labor supply in X County. By completing this survey, it will be possible to -
indicate to industrailists considering location in our county that we do have 
the quantity and quality of labor the industry may need. This will be an im-
portant factor in helping to attract industry to the county. Your name and 
the information you provide will be maintained on file by the X Industrial 
Corporation and will be made available only to prospective industries. Your 
cooperation in completing this questionnaire is appreciated. 

- ALL INFORMATION IS CONFIDENTIAL -

1. Name (print) 
(First) (Middle) 

2. Address 

3. Phone 

4. Sex Male Female --- ---
5 . Date of birth -------------------
6. Marital status : 

Number of children 

Single 

Married 

Divorced 

Separated 

----

(Last) 
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7. Education: (Circle last year completed) 

Grammar school 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

High School 

1 2 3 4 

Principal course of study: 

College 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Trade School 

1 2 3 4 

High school -----------------------------
Co 11 e g e or trade s~hool -----------------------

8. Military status: 

--- No military service. 

Veteran - Bran~h --- --------------------------
(If veteran) Military speciality if any -------------

9. Employment history: (Begin with present or last employment. Include 
military service . ) 

of Type of Reason For 
Employer Address Work From To Wages Leaving 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4., 

10. Please indicate particular skills or abilities (welder, mechanic, etc.) 
you possess or particular types of machinery or equipment on which yon 
have had experience. 

11. Are you now and have you been in good health during the past twelve 
months? 

___ Yes No --- If not, explain : 

You have indicated you would or might be interested in work in a new 
industry, should one locate in ________ (name of town) o The 
following questions are concerned with your employment interests . 
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12. What type of work would you be most interested in? 

.1st choice -----------------------------
2nd choice -----------------------------

13. Would you accept part-time or seasonal employment? 

___ Yes No ---
14 . How much pay per week would you have to receive in order to accept a 

full-time (40 hour) job in a new industry in ____________ ? 
(name of town) 

$30 $39.99 $80 - $89.99 
$40 - $49.99 $90 - $99.99 
$50 - $59.99 $100-$119.99 
$60 - $69.99 $120-$149.99 
$70 - $79.99 $150 or over 

15. Which of the following conditions would be necessary in order for you 
to take a job in a new industry in ___________ ? 

(name of town) 

___ No special conditions necessary. 

--- A certain kind of job. 

Special hours of work. 

--- Slack season in my regular work. 

Someone to help with housework. 

--- Someone to help care for children or dependent adults. 

--- Other reasons (specify). 

16. How far would you be willing to drive (daily) to accept employment in 
a new industry? 

Miles. ------

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! 
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o. Sample Retail Trade Questionnaire 

RIGHT HERE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

RIGHT HERE, IOWA 

The businessmen of the Right Here community have requested the Chamber 
of Gommerce to assist in making a trade area survey of Right Here County and 
surrounding areas. The purposes of this analysis are: 

1. To outline the area served by Right Here businessmen. 

2. To determine how you feel about the performance of these businesses . 

3. To suggest means of providing better ihopping services for you. 

This information will be used in a management program for businessmen 
in Right Here and in surrounding communities. Since there is only a select 
small sample, it is important that you give us the benefit of your thinking . 
Your cooperation will help the Right Here community improve its service to 
you. 

Most of the questions can be answered with a check mark or circle. It 
is important that the wife or husband complete the questions. We would pre
fer that the husband and wife provide the information jointly . 

at your convenience. I will personally 
Please do not sign 

You may complete the questionnaire 
call back to pick it up on -----------------the questionnaire. 

Thank you for your help! 

Sincerely, 

John Smith 
President, 
Right Here Chamber of Commerce 



Please check the town where you buy the~ of the following goods and the reasons you buy where 
you do. If two towns or two reasons are of almost equal importance, please rank them 1 and 2 . 

TOWNS REASONS 
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Please check the town where yo 1 buy most of the following services and the reasons you buy where you 
do. If two towns or two reasons ar1! of almost equal importance, please rank them 1 and 2. 

TOWNS REASONS 
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Medical Care 
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Dental Care 
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Beauty Salon, 
Barber, etc. 

Lawyer 

Automobile Service 

Banking 

Household & 
Appliance Repairs 

Dry Cleaning 
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Please check the town where you buy the most of the following farm supplies and services and the reasons 
why you ·buy where you do. If two towns or two reasons are of about equal importance, please rank them 1 and 2. 

TOWNS REASONS 
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Please check the towns where y u sell the most of the following farm products and the reasons you sell 
where you do . If two towns or two easons are of about equal importance, please rank them 1 and 2. 

Cattle 

Ho gs 

Grain 

Produce 
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How many are living in your home at the present time? 

a. Number of adults ____ _ 

b. Number 15-19 years of age -----
c. Number under 15 years of age -----

Is anyone in your family (living at home) presently driving to work 
outside Right Here? 

Yes ---
No ---

Which town? --------------
In which of the following brackets would your annual family income be 
classified? 

Wage earners -- check take-home pay. 

Farmers -- check net income after taxes . 

Under $1,000 

$1,000 - $2,999 

$3,000 - $4,999 

$5,000 - $7,999 

$8,000 and over 

How long have you lived in this community? Years -----
What was the highest grade completed by the head of the household? 

---

8th grade or less 

High school graduate 
--- Some college 

College graduate 

Circle the age group of the head of the housihold. 

20-29 30-39 40-49 50-64 65 and over 



... 

APPENDIX. B 

Statistical Appendix 

This section illustrates some of the statistical tools that you can use 
in analyzing community surveys. Each of these tools adds information which 
can be used to evaluate the results of the survey. 

Analyzing the Results 

The data collected from surveys can be classified into two basic types . 
These are enumeration data and measurement data. Examples of measurement data 
include height, ~e, number of acres per farm, and total income . These 
measurements are continuous numerical data . Enumeratic'm data, on the other 
hand, indicate that an individual does or does not possess a specific quality . 
For example, an individual may be in favor of a school bond issue, against 
the issue, or undecided; an individual either buys most of his groceries in 
town X or does not buy most of his groceries in town X. The questionnaires 
used on community surveys generally require answers of both types . Different 
statistical tools are needed to analyze each type of data . A discussion of 
these tools follows : 

Measurement Data 

Averages : The most common statistical tool used in analyzing measure
ment data is the simple average. The average is computed by adding the 
measurement values and dividing by the number of values . Symbolically , the 
method of computing the average is : 

X = 
n 

where X - t::he average . 

X = the individual values . 

~ = summation of the X's . 

n = the number of values . 

Confidence Intervals: A question that arises in any survey is, "How 
precise are these results?" That is, "If I were to do the survey again, 
would the results be similar?" Obviously, the results would not be likely 
to be exactly the same since , if you were to do the survey over again, you 
would almost certainly not get exactly the same 'households in the second 
sample that you had in the first sample; these differences , which can be 
attributed to the fact that you are examining only a sample of the popula-
tion, are called "sampling error . 11 In addition, in any survey, errors 
arise in the col lee tion and processing of the data whic'h have nothing to do 
with the fact that you are sampling . These latter errors which would occur even 
if you were to take a complete census, are called, 11nonsampling errors . " 
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The nonsampling error can be kept to a reasonable level through careful 
work. In simple random sampling such as we have been discussing, sampling -
error can be reduced by increasing the sample size and, in fact, can be elim-
inated ent irely by taking a complete census. More important than the elimina-
tion of sampling error, however, is the fact that if the sample has been 
selected according to statistical principles, the magnitude of the sampling 
error can be measured and, thus, the precision of results of the survey eval-
uated . One such measure is called the confidence interval. 

When you compute an average according to the preceding section, you have 
no way of knowing how closely this figure corresponds to the population figure. 
However, by computing a confidence interval, you can determine a range of values 
around this average which has a known chance of including the population fig 
ure. The rules for computing such an interval are given below. An interval 
computed in this manner has a 95 percent confidence level. This means that 95 
times out of 100, such an interval would cover the population figure. 

The confidence interval is computed in the following manner: 

1. Compute the average from the sample data. 

2. Compute the standard error of the average . The formula for the 
standard error is: 

~ (X)2 

s = 

n (n - 1) 

wheres= the standard error. 

The 

(i/ = the square of an individual value. The squared values of 2 
each of the individual cases are then totaled to giver (X) 

rx= the sum of all the individual values. This sum is then 
squared to give ( ~x)2. 

\j= square root. 

n = number of questionnaires. 

steps in computing the standard error are: 

a. Square each X and add all the answers. 

b. Square the sum of the X's and divide by n. 

c. Subtract the answer in b from the answer in a and 
divide the remainder by n(n 1) (where n-1 is equal 
to 1 less than n). 

d. Take the square root of the answer obtained inc. 

3. The formula for the confidence interval is: 

Cl= X ± 2 times (s) 

where X is the simple average, r X 
n 
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An example will illustrate 'how to compute the confidence interval. 
Assume we have the ages of a sample of six people. The individual ages 
are: 

40 

25 

53 

66 

30 

50 

The average age (44) is computed by dividing the total (264) by number of 
people in the sample (6). 

The standard error in this sample is computed as follows: 

Step 1. Square all the ages and add all the answers. 

(4o/ = 1,600 

(25/ = 625 

(53/ = 2,809 

(66/ = 4,356 

(3o/ = 900 

(So/ = 2,500 

r,(i/ 12,790 

Step 2. Square the sum of the X's and divide by n. 

= 
69,696 

6 
= 11,616 

Step 3. Subtract the answer in Step 2 from the answer in Step 1 and 
divide the remainder by n(n - I). 

12,790 - 11,616 1,174 
= = 39.13 

6 times (6 - 1) 30 

Step 4. Take the square root of the answer in Step 3. 

s = v 39.13 = 6.256 

The confidence interval is computed by adding and subtracting two 
times s to the average. 

44 + (2) 

44 (2) 

times 6.256 = 56.5 

times 6 . 256 = 31.5 
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The upper boundary of the confidence interval is the average 
plus 2 times the standard error. In our example, this upper bound- -
are would be 56.5 years of age. The lower boundarw. is the average 
minus 2 times the standard error. In our example, this lower bound-
ary would be 31.5 years of age. The interpretation of this confi-
dence interval is that we can be 95 percent confident that the true 
answer falls between 31.5 years and 56.5 years. The true answer, 
of course, is the one we should have obtained if we had collected 
accurate information from every household in the corrnnunity or trade 
area, rather than from our sample of n households. A confidence 
interval should be computed for each important average in the study. 

In a typical survey, we might have 300 households rather than six. Suppose 
the!: (X) 2 , ( !:X) and n from our sample of six are 50 times greater in a sample 

·of 300. The new n(n - 1) equals 50 times 49. Each term in the numerator of 
the standard deviation would be multiplied by 50 while the denominator is mul
tiplied by nearly 2500. Hence, the whole term under the V-- is reduced to 
about 1/50 of its former size when the square root is taken. The standard error 
for n = 300 is only about 1/Jso or about 1/7 of that for n = 6. Hence, by 
increasing the sample size, you reduce the size of the confidence interval and 
make your results more precise. 

Enumeration Data 

Percentages: The most corrnnon statistical tool for analyzing enumeration 
data is the percentage. The percentage is the portion of the sample that 
possesses a specific quality or characteristic. The percentage is computed by 
dividing the number that possesses a specific quality by the total number in 
the sample. Symbolically, the method of computing the percentages is: 

p X times 100 = n 

where p = the percentage 

X = the number possessing the quality 

n = the number of questionnaires 

Confidence Intervals: A confidence interval can and should be computed 
for each important percentage in the study. The formula for the confidence 
interval for percentages is: 

CI = p ± 2 times (s) 

where = V (1- ~) times 
(p) (q) 

s 
n 

p = proportion of the sample possessing the quality. 

q = proportion of the sample not possessing the quality. 

n = number in the sample. 

N = total number of households in the area being surveyed. 

• 
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The procedure for computing the standard error (s) of enumeration data is to 
multiply the proportion that possesses the quality by the proportion that does 
not possess the quality and divide by the number in the sample . The standard 
error of the percentage is the square root of this answer. The confidence 
interval is then computed in the same manner as for measurement data. 

An example will illustrate how to compute the confidence interval for 
enum,eration data. From a sample of 200 households, assume that 120 house
holds do most of their s·hopping at "Right Here" and 80 households do most of 
their shopping elsewhere. The proportion of the people shopping in "Right 
Here" is 120/200 or .60. The proportion of households which do not do most 
of their shopping in "Right Here" is 80/200 or .40. The standard error in 
this example is computed as follows: 

s = 

= 

✓ 
= 

( 1 - ZOO) times 
400 

(.60) (.40) 
200 

(
1) . (.2400) 
2 times \ 200 

.0006 

.0245 

The confidence interval is computed as follows: 

.60 + (2) . 0245 = .649 

.60 (2) .0245 = .551 

The interpretation of this confidence interval is that we can be 95% confident 
that the true proportion of the households doing most of their shopping in 
"Right Here" lies between .551 and . 649 . 

Cooperative Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics . Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology and the United States Department of 
Agriculture cooperating. Floyd Andre, director, Ames, Iowa. Distributed in 
furtherance of the Acts of Congress of May 8 and June 30, 1914 . 
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